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customer, underpinned by elaborate back of ce systems. The 

assumptions on traf c levels, economic growth rates, the cost 

charges or taxes and we see the bene ts of interoperability as 

print. Finally, mix in the customer bene ts of interoperability 

that bene t some stakeholders over others. 

standards, evidential standards, certi cation regimes, robust 

Fig. 2 The EETS Reference Model 

Who owns the customer?

The road operator�’s 
dilemma 
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EETS

Innovation, interoperability 
and EETS: In part 1 of his series 
of articles, ANDREW PICKFORD 

explores the emerging gap 
between current toll road 

operating models and a new 
paradigm enabled by 

interoperability and the new 
European Electronic Toll 

Service. This is a short story of 
how technology and policy 

innovations are enabling new 
lower cost, charging models 

and the emergence of strategic 
dilemmas increasingly being 

faced by road operators

Fig. 1 Dartford-Thurrock River 
Crossing



One of the bene ts of interoperability is the separation of 

a level playing  eld, potentially promotes competition between 

the inertia that slows change. Similarly, largely green- eld coun-

history of tolling could enjoy the bene ts of policy leapfrogging 

Greece is attempting to de ne an information exchange 

ers operating within Greece (or elsewhere) as de ned by EETS. 

for the  rst time in Europe that it is possible to 

with signi cant levels of public monies spent promoting the 

array of challenges for existing Account Issuers and a signi cant 
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Entrance exam

on a highly developed, proven suite of speci cations and 
business rules. The costs, risks and bene ts of participation are 

France and Italy are two of the  rst countries in Europe in 
modern times to employ tolls as a  scal instrument to fund and 

the key bene ciaries. Italy�’s interoperability model has served to 

Limited, a private service provider for pro t, has a similar 
structure - and offers similar bene ts to road users whilst 

Tolls, charges and taxes

more dif cult. Otherwise VAT differences do create some mar-

road use to re ect the time of day or, in some countries, the 

www.thinkinghighways.com

Fig. 3 MLFF charging in Ireland, the M50. 
© 2010 Beteireflow



So where is this going?

number of axles or other classication metrics but now on 

benet to transport users of economies of scale offered by 

objectives are sufciently aligned (and remain sufciently 

viders whilst preserving the benets to users of the increased 

say every ve to seven years where private sector operators 

the (currently broad) denition of an EETS facility (Toll Charger). 

      �• Addressing the inertia within existing stakeholders 

      �• Acting on behalf of the member state to enable cross-

      �• Raising awareness of the need for certication 

      �• Implementing a national security regime consistent 

      �• An assessment of options to harmonise vehicle 
 classication schemes, debt collection and 

      �• Varying concession agreements where needed to 

      �• Initial funding as a market-making initiative to develop 
 specications and to raise awareness amongst existing 

Conclusion 
This is the rst of a series of articles that aims to reveal the 

TH

Fig. 4 A typical point-of 
sale display of ETC tags 
bundled with a ready-
made account (Ireland)
© 2009 Egis Projects 
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